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o not believe ::i wna* ye nave heard; do nor believe iv

as, because they have been handed down for many gene -

do not believe in any thing because it is rumoured anc

of by many, do not believe merely because the written

jnt of some old sage is produced; do not believe in con-

jeo:ures; do not believe in that as truth to which you have become
attached by habit; do not believe merely the authority of your

teachers and elders; after observation and analysis, when it

agrees with reason an^ is conducive to the good and gain oi one

and alii then accept it and live up to it.

(Buddha in Kalama Sutta of Anguttara

"No one should believe what is spoken by any sage, writien

In any book or affirmed by tradition unless it accords with

eason."

(Buddha Kinship between Hinduism and Buddhism p,, 23]

He that will not reason is a bigot
f

,

He that cannot reason is a fool..

He that dare not reason is a slave.

H. Drummond
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Mccrlndle's works (Six!

Ananda Kousalyayan - Jataka Tales (Hindi)
Cowell - 6 Vols. (English)
Rahul "Sankrityayan - Vinaya Pitaka

Max Mailer - Sacred books of the East

James Legga - Travels of Pahiyan
Jagan Mohan Varma - Pahiyan (Hindi) -

Sungayun
T. Waiters -On Yuan Chwang's Travels ^2 Vols)
Samuel Beal - Life ol Hiuen Tsiang (Hwiu Li)

J. Takakusu(Itsing) - A record of the Buddhist religion
as practised in India and the Malaya Archipelago

K 9 A 6 NilaKantha Sastry-Foreign notices of South India
Dr f

E- Sachua - Alberuni's India

Vrajaratna Das - Humayun Nama (Hindi) -

Strabo's Geography 3 Vols.
Asoka's Inscriptions - Lalita Vistara -

Cambridge History of Ind a 6 Vols
V. A Smith - Early History of India- Oxford History of

India- Asoka - Akb^rthe great Moghul
Elliot - History of India 8 Vols.

Rhys Davids - Buddhist Iidia
Weber - The History of Indian Literature 1

A. R. Macdonall - A history -of Sanskrit literature .

India's past
M. Winteraitz -A history of Indian literature (2 Vols.)
Max Muller - A history of Sanskrit literature - What

can India teach us ?

M- M, Williams - Indian wisdom
Herbert H- Gowen - A history of . Indian literature
A, B Keith - A history of Sanskrit literature,
Keith and Macdonall- Vedic Index (2 Vols.)
Paul Massan Oursel - flncient India and Indian

civilization

Charles Seignobos - A history of ancient civilization

R.C. Dutt - Civilization in ancient India (2 Vols) -

Ancient India
R. L Mitra - Indo Aryans



G. Rawilson - Intercourse between India and the
western world - Indian Historical Studies

R@v. F. E Keaj - A history of ancient Indian education,
N. N. Mazumdar-A history of education In Ancient India
R* K. Mukherjee - Hindu Civilization - Harsha
N. N, Law- Promotion of learning in India. - Promotion

of learning In India by Early Europian settlers

TO L. Shaw - A history of India

H. G. Wells - A short History of the world
N. N. Ghosh -

Early history of India

K- Ra Subrahmanian - Buddhist remains in Andhra and
Andhra history

Cunningham - Ancient Geography of India
Frederick Harrisson - A book about books
Baij Nath Puri - India as described by Early Greek

writers

B. C, Law - Women in Buddhist literature

E, W. Hopkins - The great epic of India
R. N. Mehta - Pre Buddhist India

P. T. Sreenivasayyangar - A history of the Tamils
J. N. Sircar - India through the ages
Phanidranath Bose - Indian teachers of Bjddhist

Universities

lames H. Cousins - The cultural Unity of Asia
Sir lohn Marshall - Indus Valley civilization (3 Vols.)
C. L. Mariwalla - Ancient Sind
fl. C Das -Rig Vedic India
Y, V.Mahalingam - Administration and social life

under Vijayanagara Empire
The Imperial Gazetteer of India- Indian Empire (4 Vols,)
Indian Antiquary Volumes
Modern Reviews from 1930 Ian. to 1946 May
Encyclopedia Britannica Volumes (1929)

Telugu Encyclopedia (2 Vols)

Ganga Prasad Mehta - Chandra Gupta Vikramaditya
(Hindi)

Pargiter - Ancient Indian historic tradition

Andhra University publication No. 11- A descriptive

Catalogue of the Telugu manuscripts etc, etc.
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1. E. J. Rapson-- Cambridge history of India- chapter II. P. 62,

Brahmi [has been traced back to the Phoenician type of writing

represented by the inscription in which, Mesha, King of Moab
(850 B. C.) records his successful revolt against the kingdom of

Israel. It was probably brought into India through Mesopatomia
as a result of the early commerce by sea between Babylon and the

parts of Western India. It is the parent of all the modern Indian

alphabets.



C"_harles Seignobos - History of ancient civilization P. 34. "It is

fci-.e Phoenicians that taught the world how to write." Paul Mauser.

Curse! Ancient India and Indian civilization P. 220. "Ancient

Indian script was Semite. Merchants trading with Babylon or even

v:th Phenicians doubtless introduced it very early about 600 B. C,

for the commercial use. From them it passed into the chancelleries

c: Kings and the Semite signs were added to and altered to ren-

der Aryan sounds. Kharoshti was introduced in the 6th Century

Ibid P. 219 When Aryans entered India, they already had a.

a literature, but it was oral.. .There was no writing. Ibid P. 22I 080

'

Vriting was late".

Rhys Davids... Buddhist India P. 125.- "The Indian traders

namely Dravidians went on trade to Babylonia and learnt their

script in the 7th or 8th Century B, C. It is Brahmi Script'

Weber and Buhler-Indian alphabet is derived from the North

Semites. Weber Indians borrowed their alphabet from the

Phoenicians, Dr. Sucke, Issac Taylor It is derived from ;that of

the South Semites, in South Arabia (as quoted by Rhys Davids)

Rhys Davids Buddhist India P, 119. "The Indian Alphabet is not

Aryan at all. It was introduced into India by Dravidian

merchants.

R. C. Dutt civilization in Ancient India VoL 11 P. 28,

'Maxmuller India had no writien alphabet literature earlier than

che 5th Century B. G, and the Indian alphabet is derived from the

\A

T" / t

v esc.

R. L. Mltra Indo Aryans. "There was no mention of writing'

A. A, Macdonall India's past, P. 7 "But Ehe evidence available

warrants the belief that marhme Commerce between India and

Babylon by the Persian Gulf flourished from about 700 to 480 B.C

Specially Indian products rice, peacocks and sandaiwood- were

known in the west by their Tamil designations. That they must -have

een imported from fhe west coast of India into Babylon by sea*

is an inference to be drav/n from an early Buddhist book, dating.

from perhaps 400 B. C. corroboraiion of the date of the early

trade between Mesopotamia and India is supplied by the alpha-

betical rhoenician writing; which was introduced into India

and must have been in use there not later than about 700 B C.



Ibid p. 50 "Minute palaeographies! Investigations made to..

wards the end of last century, have shown that script here used is

derived from the oldest form of northern Semitic writing* that ap-

pears in Phoenician inscriptions and on the Moabite stone wr-ioh

was inscribed about 890 B. C. This may have been introduced by
traders Perhaps as early as 800 B. C. but its use was doubtless long

limited to commercial requirements such as accounts and was

then employed in the chancelleries for documents of various

kinds.

Ibid p 51 "In the whole of ancient (Vedic)Jliterature no evi-

dence can be produced that writing was known".

H. G. Rawilson-Intercourse between India and the western

vrorld p. 14. 'Brahmi-script the parent script of India was borrowed

from Semitic sources probably about the 7th century B. C. (Buhler)

Moabite stone was about 890 B. C Ibid p. 26 Kharoshti script

introduced no doubt -by the Persians in their official documents

remained in use on fthe North Western frontier till 4th

century A. D.

Rev. F. E. Keay -M. *A. History of ancient Indian education

P. 155 "Writing was introduced into India about 800 B. C. and the

elaboration of the Brahmi Script was completed by about 500 B. C,

or even earlier. Encyclopedia Britannica Vol. I (l4th Edition 1929)

P 683 "The history of the Brahmi Alphabet is more difficult. Its

origin is obscure./

M. Wmternitz P. M. D. -A ^History of Indian literature Vol I

P 32 '

Stone of Mesha ("Phoenician inscription) was about 890 B. C
Probably it was by Merchants perhaps ^already about 800 |B, C'
that writing was introduced into India. For a long time it was
used for commercial purposes/ records, correspondences/ calcu-

lations etc. As many 22 Semitic characters 44 letters. There
was 110 writing in Vedic literature. Max Muller What can India,

teach us?P 17 ', Everyone who writes a letter, owes his alphabet
to the Romans and Greeks; the Greeks owed their alphabet to the

Phoenicians and the Phoenicians learnt it in Egypt.

. E. J. Rapson Cambridge history of India Vol, I Chap E
P 131 *, The history of the alphabet has been used by Buhler to

show chat it was borrowed by traders from a South Semitic
source via Mesopotamia about 800 B. C. but we cannot lay any
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stress upon this date. It seems indeed most probable that writing
was introduced by traders and that it was only gradually adopted
into its proper form for the expression of the Sanskrit langauge.
At what date this took pla^e is not really susceptible of proof;
there is no certain reference to writing in the literature of a date
earlier than the 4th century B. C. and the real development of

writing belongs in all likelihood to the 5th century B. C.

Ibid P. 62 "Both of the alphabets now usually known as Brahmi
^and Kharosthi are of Semitic origin, that is to say, they are
derived ultimately from the same source as the Europian
alphabets. They were introduced into India at different periods
-a nd probably by different routes.

2 Frederick Harrison A book about bcoksP 2 "King of Moab
was Mesha Famous Moabite stone was set up to record his
revolt against Jehoram, King of Israel"
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4 Dr, E. Sachua Alberuni's India. P. 171 "As to the writing or

alphabet of the Hindus we have already mentioned that it once
had been lost and forgotten; that nobody cared for it and that in

consequence people became illiterate, sunken into gross ignor-
ance, and entirely estronged from Science. But then Vyasa, the

son of Parasara rediscovered their alphabets of 50 letters by an
inspiration of God. A letter is called AKSHARA...... ......

Ibid p. 172 "The Hindus write from the left to the right like

trie Greeks. They do not write on the basis of a line, above which
the bends of the letters rise, whilst their tails go down below as

in Arabic writing. On the contrary, their ground line is above, a

straight line above every character and from this line the letter-

hangs down and it is written under it."

6
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5 Bai] Nath Puri M. A India as described by early

writers, p. 1 "According to Mr. Kennedy, -(Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society 1898

4

'Early commerce between India and

Babylon ")" No archaelogical literery evidence to a martime trade

between India and Babylon prior to the 7th century B.C. can be
found, but for the 6th century B.C. direct evidence is forth-

coming/'
fl <Clfr*cGttb ^9ii5bo
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6 J, W- meonndle M A.. Tne invasion oc Alexander the great.

p. 230 "On the third day, he emerged from his ssalaslon and
crdered twelve altars of square s'one to be erected as' a monument
OT" his expedition."

7 oir John Marshall IlluiLriifced London Mews 20 ih Sept. 192 i.

VI: a s,ng!e bound we :ind ihat 5000 years' ago, the people -of
3. nd and the Pun>b ware living in well-Luili: cities, and wre in
possession ol a relatively mature civilization with a hiqh standard
c! art and cra'tmanship ; and a developed system of writing/'
.(Ok rt -.
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8. C. L. Mariwalla B A., ancient Smd p. 33
/k
Rev. Heras points

cut that it is picto - phono - graphic. All scholars agree with Revv

Eeras in this, including Prof. Hunter, Prof. Langdon and Messrs.

Gadd and Sidney Smith . Tne script is certainly not alphabetic,
since too many signs have been used. This opinion is corroborated
by Messrs Gadd and Smith, the Assyrian scholars of the 8 ritish

Musuem."

9. C. L. Mariwalla B. A. Ancient Smd p. 33 "Profs. Langdoii
and H anter feel that from the system of modifying signs, it is

simply clear that the whole of the Brahmi script is definitely

derived from the Mohenjodaro script. Rev. Heras strengthens
the surmise of professors Langdon and Hunter by being of the

same opinion. He further points out that not only is the Brahmi

script derived from the Mohenjodaro script, but that the Mohenjo-
daro script is definitely Dravidian in origin, And with this hypo*
thesis, he has successfully deciphered nearly 1803 Mohenjodaro
inscriptions."

V.
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10. A. A. Macdonall - India's past p. 12. "The approsimate
date 01 this invasion remains conjectural but there are good
grounds for regarding the 14th century B. G. as not improbable."

A. B. Keith A history oE Sanskrit literature p. XXIV Prof. Herte{.
"Aryans lived for a time together under strong Mitanni influences
and only turned definitely east to break up into -Indians and
Iranians after the Mitanni debacle in the middle of 14 century B.C
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11 Herbert H. Gowen A History oi Indian literature p. 42
* ;

Dr. Vv'inckler in 1907, discovered the names of four Aryan deiuad,

India, Varuna, Mitra N^^a'ya twin?, ar.icng Uittite Mitanr.:.fn

treaties./' Ibid p. --13 "Aryan .n^crsicn r-'ay be as early as I50C E C B

or as.iate as 10CO "J. C."

12 P. Giles - Carnbr.dqa history c: India Vo'. I C.iap III p 73
"To the eame period as the 3og^az K v a: insar/^r.cns belong the

famous letters from Tel-el- Arncrna."
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12 (a) A. A. Macdonall India's past p 49 "Vedanta They are

a^ter the close of the Vedic period thought to be revealed and were-

called by the name of Sruti or hearing, because the sacred Texts

were not written, but recited and heard". A. Hagozin Vechc
India. "About 600 B. C. there was process of memorizing."

13 (a) Cambridge history <y India Vol I. p. 413 "The laws-

(Nearchus said) were preserved by oral tradition not in books,
a statement only relatively true

'

12
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14 Rhys Davids Buddhist India p 107 "Among the list o:

garnes, one of which is called Akkhanka, (letienng^
'

Guessing at

letters traced In the air, or in a play-fellow's back. This shows

that knowledge o! an alphabet was rairly prevalent at the time ir:

question. Writing is praised at Vinaya pitaka IV 7 as a distin-

guished sort of art."

?i 1-3
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15 Rhys Davids Buddhist India p 107 "A criminal who had

been written up in the King's porch, was not to be received into

the order. (Vmayapitaka.) ..... - ........ . ......Vm. Ill 76 "Lekham

chindati" scratches a writing.

16 T. W. Rhys Davids. Vmaya texts, part I. Sacred books of

the East Vol. XiII Ed-by Max muller. p/ 201 "In Rajagriha there

were 17 boys. Upah's father and mother thought 'If upali would

learn writing, he could after our death live a life of ease and with-

out pain.' again 'If upali learns writing, his fingers will become
sore;' but if he could learn arithmetic, he could after our death

live a life of ease and without pain/'

17 Lalitha Vistara Chap. Vp 181 "Bodhisatwa taking up a

tablet made of Uragasara sandal wood and excellent ink with a.

golden pen mounted with jewels, thus addressed the tutor

Viswamitra "which is the writing, sir, which you wish to teach me?
Is it the 1 Brahmi writing, 2 Kharosthi writing,...64 kinds/'
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18 H. G, Ravfilson Indian historical studies p 210 "The

common legend that writing was not practised in India arose from

the fact that most Sanskrit literature was transmitted orally, and

legal disputes were settled by unwritten local custom.

Strabo XIV - 53, 67 etc. Vriting was confined ot secular

purposes. Even in the 5th century A. D. Pahiyan had the greatest

difficulty in getting Mss. of Buddhist works.,

SK
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19 V, A. Smith - Early history of India p. 16 "It is also signi-
ficant that there is no really certain case of an incription of any
sort in India before trie 3rd century B. C. of older type.

"

20 Rhys Davids - Buddhist India p. 107 There was writing on
silas. The tract on the silas may be dated, therefore approximately
about 450 B. C.

21 H- S. Rawilson - Indian historical studies -p. 210 ''Perhaps
Asoka borrowed from Persia the idea of inscribing long records
upon the surface of recks where they would meet the eye o

r

the
passer by.

"

22 Cambridge history of India - Vol. I p. 141 "The real deve-
lopment of writing belongs in all likelihood to the 5th century
.B. C.

"

.16
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22(a)
"
This shrine tor relics of the Buddha, the| August one,

s the pious foundation (3uk-:i;of the Sak/as, his brethem in associ-
ation with their sisters; their children and their wives."
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223 V. A.Smith - Oxford history of India p. 46 'The Kharosthi

aiphabeE derived from the Aramaic script, and written from righ;

r.c left, which continued to the used on the North Western Frontier

unf 1"! about the 4th century of the Christian Era, appears to hare

been :n Produced by Persian officials and may be regarded as ,1

memorial of the days when ihe Indus valley was part of the

.Ac haeir.eman Empire', fl -

I~L G. Rawilson - Indian historical studies - p. 205 "This was

the Kharoshti script, introduced by the officials o the Achaernaru-

ods, which was not entirely replaced by the Brahmi writing till the

4:h century A. O, The Kiaroshti is undoubtedly Aramaic in orignir

i-eading, like other kindred scripts from right to left/'

24 E.
T

. Rapsoa - Canibndge history of India vol. I. chap. II p. 62
"
Kharosihi ic

> derived irom the Aramaic script, which was intro-

duced into India in the 6th century B. C. when the north west was

i-ndor Perian rule, ani when Aramaic was used as a common
eans : cor.imunication for ihe purpose of Government through

on: t-',<3 Persian Emojr-?.

Tha~ originally the Aramaic language and aipnabet pure cnr

c:n:p!o
T,/3r3 thus imported into Gandhara as Buhler conjecture .1

r. 1893, n*s been proved recently by Sir John Marshall's discovery
~'f an Hramaic inscription at Tasasila/'
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25 Strabo XV 53-66 "As to the Hindus generally, they are
ignorant ot writing, have no written laws, and arrange everything
from memory."

- rag. XXVH "
The Indians are ignorant of writing and conduct

*li matters by memory work."

26. Rev. F. E. Keay M A. Ancient Indian Education p, 155,

"Megashhenese speaks o' tlie use o.
r

mile stones to indicate

distances and halting plaaas on the high Roads."

2i. loid p. 156 "At another place mentions unwritten laws con.

fined to commercial and official classes/'
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Baij Nath Puri M. A. Ancient Greek writers p. 12 Strabo -

'Generally speaking, the men who have written on the affairs of

ndia were a set ol liars. Deimachus holds the first place in the list,

vlegasthenes comes next. ---- No faith whatever can be
olaced in Deimachus and Megasthenes."

29. Pran Nath Boss Indian anLiqui ry LX P 121 " The Artha
sastra was compiled between 484510 or 528 A. D, when the

:mgs of Malwa were exposed to attack by the cruel Hunas."

'

,
r^
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30 Frederick Harrison A book abouL books p 1 "In Assyria

capital "Nmevah v 2500 years old bricks '-ere lound- 10000 were

found 1" 12" square- were found- On scue of them is writLen

pan o: '"the story oc the Assyrian empire. Yet becks were made c:

bricks or Lablets of burnt clay."

twT , 31 ibid p 141 ''It is claimed for clay tablets thai they existed

in Babylonia, in Ur of the Chaldees and in other cities/ as early 03

2000 B. C."

32 Frederick Harrison A book about books, p. 6 "Egyptian

-records on papyri written about 20 or 25 centuries B. C. Egyptian

^ ^> ^
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ussd this as this papyrus plant grew in abundance on the banks

of the Nile ...... . ......Ink was applied/'

33 Ibid "In course of time the Greeks began to import pa-
pyrus from Egypt and to use it for their records."

34. Frederick Harrison - A book about books, p. 10 "In Egypt
itself a blow to the use of Papyrus was dealt by Arabs whenj they
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conquered the country about the middle of the 7th century B.

They stopped the export of Papyrus. Eumenus, king of Pergamos,
in Asia minor, during second century B. C. anxious to provide a

library for himself, found the source of Papyrus cut off by the king
of Egypt who jealous of the reputation of his own library, ordered
that no more papyrus should be exported from Egypt. This led to

i

experiments in the preparation of skins, which were successfu I

during the reign of Eumenus Thousands of books were written

on parchment, (skin of calf).

35. Ibid p. 5. 'The bible contains references to writing on

papyrus. Indeed the earliest biblical manuscripts that have survi-

ved are on paper."

36 Ibid p. 3 "At Athens the names of those who were to be

banished for breaking the laws of the city were inscribed on pots-

berds while leather, made from skins, was used by the Egyptians

as far back as 2000 years B. C."

37 Charles Seigiiobos History of ancient civilization, p. 65

"Tend Avesta was reduced to writing long after his death. It was

i
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divided into 21 books, inscribed on 12000icow-skins / bound byB *

golden cords.
"
Also Paul Massen Oursel - Ancient India p. 220

"Avesta written on calf skins, prepared for the purpose/'

E. J. Rapson - Ancient India p. 30 "Indian Rigveda possibl7 as

early as 1200 B. C. and the Persian Avesta dating from the time of

Zoraster probably about 660 - 583 B. C.

38. Frederick Harrison - A book about books p. 3 "Tablets of

Ivory, metal or wood, covered with wax and used as- 'note'
1

books",

are mentioned by Hsrodotus, the father o^-hlst-jry Vio'1 lu^d To"

Greece ,'m the 5th century ?B. G. and^also by Cicero, who^ lived' in
JT.CV-- nppfXn"n^L,i_ . ^ ,J

Rome in^the time of Julius 'Caesar/'

]39. Strabo (XV 1 -57} "Indians wrile Betters upon cloth v/hich

had bsen vety olosal/ woven" ;(B. C. 27 B. C. -Il-^A. D. Augustus)

40. Quintm purhus, ^Naarchus "The -tender side of-'the

barks o: tr-as .ras^ivas wntt^a j laca^hers hk3 paper/' Maxmuller -

Hisi^r/ o'
: Saaskrit Ii':3:i;'jir3 p. 333, Camus. "They 'wrote on

v

,the

soft rinl (bark) of tress. (Thera was no palm. ItVas birch bark
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41. J. w. Mccrindle M.A., Quintin Curtius p, 186 "Strabo on

the authority of Nearchus that the Indians wrote letters upon cloth,

which was well pressed to make It smooth, but adds that other

writers affirmed that the Indians had no knowledge of writing.

They were however acquainted with writing for some centuries

before Alexander's time/ but whence they got their alphabet is a

question not yet quite settled, though the weight of opinion inclines

to assign it a Himyaritic origin. We learn from Pliny, that paper
made from the Papyrus plant did not come into common use our

of Egypt till the time of Alexander the Great. He then goes on to

jay that for writing on the leaves of palm were first used and then

he barks of certain trees."

42. Baij Nath Puri M. A. India as described by Early Greek

writers p, 36 "Pliny referred to paper being made from papyrus

plant. (XIII
- 21). He said that for writing, the leaves of palm

trees were used first, and then the barks (libn) of certain trees

(XIII -21)

26
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44. A, C. Das, M. A., B, L. Rigvedic India - p. 75,
" The cowhides were tanned and made into many articles o.

everyday use. There was no prejudice -as is at the present day.-

against using receptacles made of cow-hides or storing water/ wine*

honey, oil clarified butter and even -articles of worship like the-

scma juice."

45. Paul Massan Oursel Ancient India and Indian civiliza-

tion p. 221. "writing was very late ... . For a long time writing

was done on birch bark and even after paper was known, palm

leaves and wooder tablets were used. We have none earlier than

12th century. Most documents are written on paper/ which the

Mussalmans introduced into India, in the 13th century. Metal plates

were used, in the 12th century and later, to carve whole dramas

on rocks.
"
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46- Rhys Davids Buddhist India p 46 ''Writing was strongly

opposed to a method so dangerous to their exclusive previlages,

And we ought not to be surprised to find that the oldest manuscript
on bark or palm leaf known in India are Buddhist, that the earliest

written records on stone and metal are Buddhist, that it is the

Buddhists who first made use of writing to record their canonical

books; and that the earliest mention of writing at all in the volu

minous priestly literature, is in the Vasishta Dharma Sutras, one of

the later law books, and lonq posterior to the numerous references

quoted above from the Buddhist canon."

47. Prof. Vinaya Kumar Sarkar M. A. Secular and social

strata in Buddhist thought p. 17 "In the present form the three
f

baskets are taken to have been finally closed in the last quarter o
the first century B. C., when they were committed to writing in

-Ceylon during the reign of Vattagamani
"

r
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48. Bible John XIX 234 ''Oh that my words were now written,

oh that they were printed in a book, that they ;Were printed in a

book, that they were groven with an iron pen and lead in the rock

-for ever/'

Jeremiah XVII- 1 "The sin of Judah is written with a pen of

iron and with the point of a diamond/'

Frederick Harrison - A book about books p. 5 "The bible con_

tains references to writing on papyrus. Indeed the earliest bibli-

cal manuscripts that have survived, are on papyrus- St. John verse

13
' 4

I had many things to write, but I will .not with ink and pen
write unto thee."

29
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49. Ganga Prasad Mehtha Chandragupta Vikramaditya p. 99
Hindi).

50. A. A. Macdonall History of Sanskrit literature p. 1C
3 j}\ jr ,

-|

^

-^aienais Birch bark and palm leaves Oldest known
Sanskrit manuscript written on birch bark dates from 5th century
A. D."

"
"

ol. Alberuni's India "Leaves of birch bark were also regularly
used for letter writing in early mediaeval India."

52. K. A, Nilakantha sastry Foreign notices of South Ind:

p. 95 ''They have a written character and a literature All the
nen study the instruction books denominated .jSiddhantas written
on the leaves of the Peitos intended to preserve a record of things
ten palm leaves).
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53. Ibid p, 188 John of Montecorvino (1292 - 3). "They have

indeed an alphabet which they use to keep their accounts and to

write prayers or charms for their iodols. They have no paper but

write upon leaves of trees like unto palm leaves/'

54 T. V. Mahalingarn-Administration and social life under Vijay^L

nagara empire p 354 "Abdul Rajaak (14423), "These people
name two kinds of writings one upon the leaf of the Tadi palm
vrhich is two yards long, and two digits broad, on which they
scratch with an iron style. These characters possess no colour and
endure but for a little while. In the second kind they blacken a

wlrlte surface on which they write with a soft stone cut with the

shape of a pen, so that the characters are white on a black surface

and are durable. This kind of writing is highly esteemed.

Elliot- History of India Vol IV P 107, 108. 'Barbosa' des-

cribed the same practice which he saw at the time of his visit to

Calicut."

->2i
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55 Ibna Batuta "They write there on palm leaves with a curved
Iron tool resembling a knife. They write on paper only copies of

the kuran of scientific treatises."

56 A.A. Macdonall India's pa st p 53 " Hence it is probable
that written books really did not exist in the centuries before our

v^
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57 U. Winternitz History of Indian literature Veil I-P 33

. A. Stein im 1900, dug out oi the sand in the desert of Takla-

makan near khotan 500 small tablets cf wood covered with

writing which reach back to the 4th century and are perhaps older

still.

58 Ibid p 39 "Wood as a writing material, was found in.

Buddhist writinqs. Palm leaves to the first century A, D> cotton

stuff, leather, metal and stones are used as writing materials. Gold

plates, silver plates and copper plates were aiso used."

59 Hiuen Tsiang "King Kanishka had the sacred writings

of the Buddhists engraved on copper plates/
7

88i



A. A. MacdonalL-In
relic rece-

ptacles from the interior of Buddhist stupas, the soap-stone vase

from Piprahwa bears the oldest known Indian inscription, which

locates Kapilavastu, as the home of Buddha."

Ibid p 53 "Besides these, wood, leather, metal and stone were

sometimes, though rarely, employed as writing material in early

times, Copper plates were occassionally used for this purpose,

perhaps from about 100 A. D. Sanskrit dramas have been engraved

even on rocks."
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61 Dr. Edward C. Sachau Alberuni's India p 170 "The Hindus

are not in the habit of writing on hides like the Greeks in ancient
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^TT^g asked why he did not compose books,

aave this reply: 'I donot transfer knowledge from the living hearts

of men to the dead hides ol sheep. Muslims-too, used in the early

times of Islam to write on hides, eg. the treaty between the prophet

and foe Jews of KMibar ani 'is letter to Kisra. The copies of the

Koran'were written on the hides of gazelbs a* are sllll nowadays

the copies of the Ihora. There occurs this passage in the koran.

(Sura VI -91) "They make it karatis, !e The kirtas (or charta)| is

made in Egfpt being cut out of the papyrus stalk. Written on this

material the orders of the khalifs went out into all the world until

shortly before our time. Papyrus has this advantage over vellum

that YOU can neither rab out nor change anything nn it, because

thereby it would be destroyed

TKirS P 171 "The Hindus have in the south of their country a
i*JJL>-* *

slender tree like the date and cocoanut palms, bearing edible

fruits and leaves of the length of one yard, and as broad as these

fingers one put beside the other. They call these leaves tari (Tala

or tar --= Borassus flabelliformis) and write on them. They bend a

book of these leaves together by a cord on which they are arranged,

the cord going throgh all the leaves by a hole in the middle of

In central and northern India, people use the bark of the

tree, one kind of which is used as a cover for books. It is called

Bhurja. They take a piece of one yard long and as broad as the

outstretched fingers of the hand or somewhat less and prepare it

in various Ways. They oil and polish it so as to make it hard and

smooth and then they write on it. The proper order of the single

leaves is marked by numbers, The whole book is wrapped up in a

piece of cloth and fastened between two tablets of the same size.

Such a book is called the Puthi (ekPustcrPustaka) Their letters and

whatever else they have to write, they write on the bark of the tuz

tree,"
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62 Dr. E, Sachau Alberuni's India p. 171 "
It was in China

that paper was first manufactured. Chinese prisoners introduced

the fabrication of paper into Samarkand, and thereupon it was

made in various places, so as to meet the existing want."

63 Frederick Harrison A book about books p. 78. 'It seems

Incredible that paper was first used by the Chinese as' long

ago as the beginning of the 2nd century A. D. They made it from

hemp, flax and rags. When the Roman empire was tottering to its

fall/ the use of paper was in full vigour ...,... After three centu-

ries, Baghdad heard of paper.

Ibid p. p. 79 ',When the use of paper first '.reached Europe b^

way of Spain; in the middle of the 12th century, parchment was

well established ...... Italy 13th century and Germany 1390,
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54 A. A. Macd^nall- India's past p 53 "^Althou'gh paper
which is much more convenient, was introduced with the Muham-
madan conquest from about, 1000 A. D' manuscripts contmued
to be written on birch-bark till about 200 years ago.... The olde^
known paper manuscript, found in India dates from soon after
1200 A. D."

" "

^
65 N. N. Law-Promotion of learning in India p. 96 Shoebe-'

.me pupils sit cross-legged on a bench or on the floor TW
wnte on paper with reed pens, or with tubes of some other kin-
,-:e paper mostly imported from China is not so good as thaf cf
Europe. It is smooth, very thin and easily tears."
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66 Ibid - p. 190 "As Siyalkot was famous for paper manufac
ture, so was Kasmere for its ink,"

i
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67 M. Winternitz - Histc IT ^f Indian literature. Vol. I p. 35

(1) "For want of suitable writtug mater als. (2) No strong need

for It/'

Rhys Davids Buddhist Indifa- p, 107
' There were for a long

time no writing materials ie., none aoulc be used for the product-

ion and reproduction of books, And h, Indians not only did not

feel the want of them, but even contlr/L ?d, for centuries after

materials have become available to prt - r, so far as books are

concerned, to do without them/'

68 Rhys Davids - Buddhist India p, 46 (/When this script was

first brought to India, In the 8th or 7th century B. C, the Indians

had already possessed an extensive Vedic literature handed down

in the priestly schools by memory and by memory alone. The

-alphabet soon became known to the priests. Bnt they continued

as before to hand down their books by the old method only. It is

probable however that they began to make use of written notes to

-aid the memory on which they still, in the main depended-''

V.
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o ancien -ansr69 Max Muller -A history

p 500501. "There was no mention o. voting IE

pepeii bark or skins. During the v/hoie Drali:
A* -iT""

*

was no writing. The whole was preserved by oral only,

70 A. B. Keith Cambridge history ol India Yell /. =:

most that can be said is that they tend to support the ^erlod 800

600 B. C. as a reasonable date for the Period ct the civilization

the Brahmanas."

arjoa :

3.
'

71 A. A. Macdonall India's past p 32 "But trough w e

find a good deal to prove a knowledge of wr.'lmo an-:
1

c- L-:

extensive use at that time, there is no inentlcri of r-anuscr^ LI -_r

of T;ie .eading or copying of sacred rex's. Tl~e explanation c' :h:s

^ thai all the early Lteralure was prodaced orally arc har jec
1

down orally ...it v-as in iact in the interest of .he pr. !5

v/ho were the custodians of the scored tests Lo withhold tr.em ;.o...

unauthorized cersons by not writing them dc-wr,.

indeed oral tradition offered a belter guaidrtee _cr L-.?

preservation of the or.g.nal lext than the repealed oopy-nq c.

manuscripts/'
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. M. Williams Indian wisdom p 4 "It is very true Lhat this

inspired knowledge, though its very essence was held to be

mystically bound up with Sabda or articulate sound (thought to be
e;=5rnal) was ultimately written down, but the writing and reading
o: .i were not encouraged. It was even prohibited by the Brahmins
tc whom alone all property in it belonged. ... ... Even after it
f

"
>

r.aa been commiLted to writing it became absolutely a sealec
book to the masses o; Hindus

"

72 A A. Macdonall India's past p 50. "The hymns of the
Vedas composed in the earliest form of Sanskrit were handed
down orally for many centuries by families of priestly Gingers. 1^

wtis not till towards the end of the Vedic period that wntmc
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became known in India. There is no poof of its existence there till

Lie 3rd century B. C. in the reiqn of the Buddhist king Asoka, who

caused religious edicts to be inscribed on rocks and pillars all

ever the country."

73 Rhys DavidsBuddhist India p 116 "The ears of a Sudra

who listens intentionally when the Veda is being recited, are

tc be filled with molten lead. His tongue is to be cut off if he

recites it. His body is to be split in twain if he preserves it in his

memory." (Gautama Sutras 12-4-6)

74 R. K. Mukherjee Hindu civilization p 85 "Swetaketu

Commenced study at 12 and continued it lor 12 years (cha. up*

yj ]_ 2) Upakosala also studied for 12 years under his teacher

Satya kama Jabali. Pravahana Jaivali daily attended parishads/'
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75 Cambridge history of India Vol I p 194 "It follows that at

the time when the 4 Nikayas were put together in their present
formjSuttas and Suttantas known by their present titlss W9ra

already current and handed down by memory, in the community."

76 A. WeberThe history of IncLan literature. P 22 (1914)
"Haug t 'ninks those Brahmins who were converted to Budd'iism
were the lirst who consigned the veda to writing for polemical
purposes and that they were followed by the res'- o 1

the
Brahmins/'

^
77 R. L. Mitra Indo Aryan* - T/oL I p. 5o2 "Maha Bharala

teas, tnat, "those who sell the Vedas, and even those
,

who writs
'"hem, those also who defile them (pollute) they shall go to hell

"
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78 Max Mullar A History ol ancient Sanskrit literature

p. 506 (1859) "One frog repeats the words of another like a

pupil who repeats the words of a teacher/
7

VII - 103-5

79 Dr, Edward C. Sachau ~ Alberuni's India Vol. I p. 125

"The Brahmins recite the Veda without understanding its meaning
and in the same way they learn it by heart the one receiving it

45
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irom the ocher. The brahmins teach the Veda to the Kshatriyas,

The latter learn it, but are not allowed to teach it, not even to a

Brahmia, The Vaisya and Sudra are not allowed to hear it, much
less to fpronounce and recite it, If such a thing can be proved
cgainst one of them, the Brahmins drag him before the

magistrate and he is punished by having his tongue cut off.

They do not allow the Veda to be committed to writing, be-

cause it is recited, according to certain modulations, and they

ii:erei
f

ore avoid the use of the pen, since it is' liable to cause some
error and may occasion an addition or a defect in the written test.

Ibid p. 126 'This is the reason why, not long before our time s

Vasukra, a native ot Kasmere, a famous Brahmin, has of his own ac-

count undertaken the task of explaining the Veda, and committing
1 t to writing. He has taken on himself a task from which everybody
else would have recoiled, but he carried it out because he was
afraid that the Veda might be forgotten and entirely vanish out of

the memories of men, since he observed that the characters of

men grew more worse and worse and that they did not care much
for virtue, nor even for duty/'

80, Paul Mausen Oursel Ancient India and Indian civilizaT
tipn. "Avesta was written on calf skins prepared for the purpose^
The vedas were written only at the end of 18th and 19th centuries

under the influence of the Europians and by the treason of certain
Brarmins Upamshads also say, texts were learned by rote/

1
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81 James Legge M. A Travels of Pahiyan P 98 "In India

one master transmits orally.

H. G. RawilsonIndian historical studies P. 67. (1913)'

"'Returning to Pataliputra, Pahiyan was at last fortunate enough to

acquire the manuscripts he sought; the task had been a difficult

one, -for much of the teaching of Gautama was, in accordance with
&i - .*

Indian practice preserved orally, and not entrusted to writing.

i
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82 A. A. Macdonall History of Sanskrit literature P 285.
J/Henoe the historic germ of the great epic is to be traced to a verj
early period, which cannot well be later than 10th century B. C,
Old songs about the ancient fued and the heroes who played a
part in it must have been handed down by word of mouth and
recited it in popular assemblies or at great public sacrifices."

- 83 M, Winternitz History of Indian literature Vol II. P 342
"Nagarjuna, born' in Simth India, studied 4 vedas and learned all
sciences. He studied the 3 pitakas in 90 days and grasped the

s*tra from a old monk in
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82 (a) Using. A record of the Buddhist religion (I.Takakasu)

p. 182 ' The Brahmins are regarded through out the five parts oi

India as the most honourable (caste). They do nots
when the/ meet

;n a place, associate with the other 3 castes, and the mixed classes

of the people have still less intercourse with them. The scriptures

they reverie are the 4 Vecia.3 containing about 100,000 verses,*...*

The Vedas have been handed down from mouth to mouth not

transcribed on paper or leaves. In every generation there exists

some intelligent Brahmins who can recite 100,000 verses, In India

there 'are two traditional ways by which cue can atiain to

great intellectual power. First by repeatedly cGirLrnutino
'

,*

memory, the intellect is developed, secondly the alphabet^ fises

Dne's ideas. By this way after a practice or 10 days or a month

a student feels his thoughts rise like a fountain and can commit to

memory whatever he has heard (not twice). This is far from being

a myth, ior I myself have me: such men, InEast Indiana great

man lived Mahasatwa named Kandra. He was -alive. The basis o

learning was what a man carried in his head, in his memory
and thafcconsta.it repetstion was required to prevent his losing it-'

83(a) "N. N.Mazumdar M. A. A History of education in
r

Ancient India, p. 16 "See Gauralekhamala.
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84 Max Muller India, what can it teach us? P 181 "Entirely

memory."

"At the present moment, if every manuscript of the Rig Veda

were lost we should be able to recover the whole of it-from the

memory of the Srotnyas in India. These native students learn the

Veda by heart, and they learn it from the mouth of their Guru,

never from a M.S., still less from any printed edition, and after

a lime they teach it again to their pupils."

85 M. Winternitz History of Indian literature Vol II. P 29

''In the Buddhist cannon completed in 240 B, C. there is no

mention of manuscripts/ but art of writing. There was extensive

use fct that time, Art of writing was practised by Buddhist nuns.

Books copied or read appear/'

86 RhysDavids and Oldenburg Vinaya texts part I Sacred

bocks of the east vol. XIII p 3 "
All things were mentioned No

r
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where do we find manuscripts, inks, pens/ stems or leaves/ or

writing materials.

'The wise Bhikkus of former times had, handed down by
word of mouth" The then Bhikkus perceiving how ail things do
decay, meeting, together, wrote them in books that the Dharnma
might last long/'

87 Ibid p 36 "Vinaya before it was reduced to writing was
handed down for almost 300 years solely by memory and it lived
In the minds of Vinaya dhara, the Bhikshus who were versed in

Vinaya
' 7

88 T. L. Shaw History of India-P 25 "In the 6th century B.C.

no ink, no paper etc. were mentioned. Gifts to Brahmins and
priests were safeguarded by such grants in the 2nd and 3rd

century A. D. and they are mentioned in the law books of Vishnu,
Narada and yagnavalkya, but not before/'
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89 Rhys Davids Buddhist India.

"For if books had been known and used in India, at the period

in question, then the manuscripts themselves and the whole

industry connected with them must have played an important part

in the dally life o: the members of ths Buddhistic order, Personal

property, every movable thing, domestic utensil is referred to and

rts U3e pointed ou 1- and articles in ordinary use among laymen,

but not allowed to msmbars o c
. tie order, a^e

' mentioned also in

order to b3 disallowed- bat no where do we find the least [[trace

'of any reference to books or manuscripts, ... There is pretty con-

stant reference to the texts
,
as existing/ but existing only m the

memory oi those who had learnt them by heart/'

93. Wm':ernitz History oi: Indian literature Vol. I p. 33

'The memory of the brethern rich in hearing what wa now call

well read, was at that time called rich in hearing took the place

of monastic libraries- "Go brother and when you have memorised

Hie confession formula, the full oaa or t'aa ab:id jai, one, then

return to us/'
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91. .. C. Dn r

t - Ancien 4- India p, 103 "It is said in the ;<=.?.: ::

Gautama's deatn 500 o: his loliowsrs assembled at Rajagnna, then

the capital of Magatha, and chanced together the teachings 01

Gauthama to lix them on their memory. Tnis was the v/ay in

which sacred iexts were preserved be'ore printing or published

works were known.
K3
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9 , ."<. C. Cutt Ancient India p. 103. "About 242 B. G the

sacred texts were once more chanted together by a 1000

A son or nephew of Asoka then went to Ceylon and introduce

Baadhisia in that island and the sacred texts carried there by word

o. mouth were reduced to writing m 88 3. C. in the form in which

we have the three pitakas of Ceylon to this day/' ... * Those who
are aware how faithLilly the Hindus have preserved their onciens.

learning and sacred texts by memory from century to century
now every word, every syllable, every accent of such ancient

works as the Vedas have thus been preserved unaltered by genera-
tlons or men who passed their lifetime in this duty of transmitting

ancient texts, and how to the present day, when printing is known.

Snd published books are cheap, the Hindus still learn their sacred

rexis from generation to generation by word of mouth, will have
small reason for wonder that the teaching of Goutama Buddha
v;ere chanted together and fixed on the memory and faithfully

preserved for a few centuries after his death, until they were
iormally settled at the great council of 242 B. C. and Committed
tc writing in^the pah language in in Ceylon 88 B.

e

C.'

n
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93 See B. C. Law's, women in Buddhist literature, chap V 4 for

turiher details.

94 Rhys davids Buddhism P 82 "After 1 am dead, let trie law

and rule3 of the order, which I have taught, be a teacher to you."

95 E. W. HopkinsThe great epic of India P 391 "Jatakas only

gc back to the 3rd or 4th century B, C/'

fl. A, Macdonall History of Sanskrit literature p 369. "Jataka-

mala, a collection of stories under that name existed as early as

the council of Vesali, about 380 B, C, and in the 5th century they

assumed this shape/
7

Buhler "They do not describe the condition

of India, in the 3rd or 4th century B. C , but an older one."
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96 R N. Mehafcha Prebuddhist India F 303 "we have also

direat reieren^iS to the existence of books (pofctaka-n) 'preserved
with briliant, coloured rappings, and read laying them, upon a

beautiful siandish' (I. Ill P 235) 292. IV p 299., V P 483.

97 A,A. Macdonall India's past p. 63 "The whole canon was

edited by Devarddhigani in 454 A, D. having till then been
handed down by oral tradition

"

r
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97 (a) The Imperial Gazetteer of India- The Inc-ion ^^np^re

Yol 1 (1907), "The first Jain council, lelc, at T-'aral-putra/ Ire mo lern
T^1
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101 Jagan Mohan Varma Pahiyan. (Hindi) P 49.
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102 lagan Mohan Varma (Hindi) SungayunP 3,4,9, 12 et

103T. Waiters On yuanchwang's travels. Vol I. P 21.
"657 books Made of trimmed leaves of palrn and birch bark

strung together in layers. They are all in Sanskrit/'
x
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104 Samuel Beal Life of Hiuen Tsiang-by Hwiu Li/T 180.

105 Ibid P 180, 191 and 192.

106 T. W. Watters-On Yaun Chwang's travels In India Vol. II

209 'Their mode of speech differed from that of mid India, but

they borrowed the same system of writing
'
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107 J. Takakusu A record of Buddhist kinqdotns (Itsin

33. "After having collected the scriptures, I began to retrace my
steps to come back

"

64
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108 (a) J. Takakusu Itsing P, 163 In India studenis le^rn !:h.s

epistle in verse early In the course of instruction-- -Cn^e k*ng

Siladitya who was exceedingly fond o^ literature c Dm. .sanded

saying*
'

ye, who are fond of poetry bring and show me som3

pieces of your own, tomorrow morning, "When he had collected

them, they amounted to 500 bundles and on being examined, it

was found most of them were Jatakai-nalas/
1
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108 F. Harrison-A book about books, p. 142 "It I recorded
that Rameses who reigned over Egypt in the 14th century B.C. had
a large library. When the Athenians overran Egypt in the middle
of the 5th century B. C., they found in temples and royal tombs
more than 36000 such books. In spite of disasters due to invaders
the libraries of Egypt, continued to be famous. It was with their

help that in the third century B, C., 72 Egyptian Jews compiled a

translation of the Old -Testament from Hebrew into Greek, known
as the Septuagint (70 approximate number.)
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109 H.G. Rawilson Intercourse between India and the western

world, p 2 "The word Sindhu found in the [library of Assur

banipal (668626 B. C.) is used in the sense of Indian cotton

Assurbanipal is known to have been a great cultivator and to have

sent for Indian plants including the wool bearing trees of India/'

P. Giles Cambridge history of India chap. Ill "which was

found in the library of Assurbanipal (about 700 B.C.) in which

occurs the name 'Assara Mazas/}
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110 H. G. Rawilson Intercourse between India and the

western world. P 92 'The knowledge possessed about India by the

Alexandrian Greeks, was chiefly due to Eratosthenes, the learned

president of the library from 240196 B. C.
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Surendranath Mazundar M.A. Cunningham's ancient Geography
of India. (1924)

"
A.b3ut 240 B. C. Eratosthenes whj was placed

in charge of the great library established by the Ptolemies at

Alexandria brought mathematics to his aid and laid the first

foundation of a really scientific geography/
'
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111 Frederick Harrison A book about books, p 143 "The
honour of erecting and arranging the first library in Rome, fell to

the Latin writer, Varro, not long after the assassination of Caesar
It was to Varro, that Cicero addressed the well known saying TL a

man's library is his garden, he lacks nothing
'

The emperor
Augustus founded two libraries, one in memory of his sister

'Octavia' fit the time of Nero, libraries perished in fire. There

are said to have been 28 libraries at Rome in the 4th century/*
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112 A. A. Maodonali India's past p, 52 "Indeed oral tradition

offered a better guarantee for the preservation of the original text

than the repeated copying of manuscripts. The oral tradition of

sacred texts was, however, so well established a habit, that the

substitution of any other method would not suggest itself as

necessary/'
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113 Samuel Beal-Life of Hiuen Tsiang. (Hwiu Li). P 153 "My
object is to teach the urgent character of the fetters of birth and

death., how Is it possible then to find leisure to acquaint myself
with the concerns of the King?"
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114 A.a. Macdonail India's past p 54 ''Seme centuries a:Lc-r

the beginning of our era, libraries -as the depositories of Sanscrit

manuscripts came into existence in temples, monasteries, irie

palaces oi Kings, and the houses or the wealthy. The evidence o: ms

works snows thai a Sanskrit p?et who lived at the beginning ol the

7th century must have p ss?ssed a large library. In 'he llth

entury a famous library was owned by a ki;,g namec, 'iho;a' ci

har in the west oi India."

See also history or Sanskrit literature by the same author P

20. See also wintern'tz History oi Indian literature . Voi I. p 39

and 40 See also Buhler's, Indian paleography. ? 99,

1-

c
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115 K. R. Subrahmanian, M. A. Buddhist remains In Andhra
nd Andhra history. P 54 "Nagarjuna learnt the Vaioulya ana

other sutras there,"

116 Ibid P 141 "Pilgrims and scholars used to go to and from

Ceylon as that island had a good colleotion oi the scriptures,

Nagarjuna and Aryadeva are associated with the island, while

Buddhaghosha and Buddhadatta, of a later day laboured hard in

her libraries."

r
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116 (a) Waiters- -On Yuan Chwang. Vol 2 P 209 'The

ruonastery had cloisters and lofty halls: these halls were in five

tiers, each with 4 courts with temples containing gold life size

images of the Euddha of perfect^artis tic beauty. It was well supplied

with running water and the chambers were lighted by windows

cut in the rock. In the lormation of this establishment, the king's

treasury soon became exhausted and Nagarjuna, then provided an

abundant supply of transmuting the rocks into gold. In the top

most hall Nagarjuna, deposited the scriptures of Sakyamuni-

Buddha and the writings of the Pus as. In the lowest hall, were the

laymen attached to the monastery and the stores and the 3 inter-

mediate halls were the Icdgings of the brethern."^* '.
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117 R K Mukherjee-Harsha p 128 "-Kasmir King appointed

Bhadantha Chmg, -aAh his disciples to look atter the needs of the

pilgrim and 20 clerks to copy oui the manuscripts he wanted irom

the palace library-He thus spent twD years, there studying certain

sutras and sastras."
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118 Samuel Seal-Life of Hmen Tsiang--(Shaman Hwiu Li) p 112
"T.:e king of the country respects and honours the priests and has
remitted the revenues of about 100 villages for the endowment of

the convent. 200 house holders in these villages day by day contri-
bute several hundred piculs of ordinary rice and several hundred
catties m weight of butter and milk." (1 picul 133\ Ibs*

1 catty 160 Ibs )

119 I. TakakusuItsing. A record of the Buddhist religion as

practised in India and the Malaya Archipelago, p 47 "Nalanda
monastery Number of residents.above 3000 .-The lands in

possession more than 200 villages.".
120 Ibid P 154 "There are 8 halls and 300 apartments/'
121 N. N. Mazumdar M, A.--A History of education in ancient

India p 93, "Its three grandest buildings were called Ratnasagara,
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Ratnadadhi, and Ratnaranjaka. Of these Rathnadadhi was nine

storeyed and in it was located the library then considered the

largest in India. (S. C, Das's universities in Ancient India.")

122 V. A. Smith-Early history of India p 312 "The political

decadence of Magadha never affected the reputation of the king-

dom as the centre and head quarters of Buddhist _learninq; which
continued to be cultivated sedulously at Nalanda and other places

under the Pala Kings up to Lhe time of the Mohammadan conquest

at the close of the 12th century when the 'monasteries with their

well stocked libraries were reduced to ashes."

N. N. Law-promotion of learning in India-p 19 (1916). "The

first object of attack was the monastic University at Bihar which

was then teeming with Buddhist students and monks, and was well

equipped with libraries . The atrocities of Bakhtiyar* did not leave

a single scholar alive. "N. N^ Ghosh M.A,--Early history of India

p 88 "The great university library of Nalanda where Hiuen Tsiang

studied for five years was burnt and destroyed. The same fate over-

took the great university library at Vikrarnaala ."

123 V. A. Smith-Early history of India p 473 "Tsranath, the

Tibetian historian ascribes the foundation of this university to

Gopala, the Pala king of Bengal/'
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'T. N. Mazumdar M. A.-A history of education u.. Ancient India-

p 97 ''Another monastic college was erected at Odantapurl (Bihar)

by one Gopala or Lckapala who is said to have ascended the throne

of Bengal about 730 A. D. It contained a splendid library of

Brahmanical and Buddhist works, which was destroyed at the sack

ot the monastery and the massacre of its monks by the Muham ma-

dans who dealt a death blow to the Buddhists and their religion.

124 Phanindranath 3o33 Indian teachers of Buidhist univer-

sities, p 157 'The Pala kings endowed this monastery with

a splendid library of Brahmanical and Buddhistic works."

125 Rai Sarath Chandra Das Bshaddur C.I.E. Hindustan re-

view March 1906 p 1S7 "The temple of Odanatapuri Vihara
which is said to have been loftier than eithe^ of Hie two (Buddha.

gaya and Nalanda) contained a vast collection of Buddhist and
Brahminical works which after the manner of the great Alexandrian

library was burnt under the orders of Mahommed Pin Sim,
General of Baktiyar Khilji In A. D. 1202.

Ibid P 190 "During the reign o r
die son o! king Mainpal, who

was called Pal the great, Ie Mahapal, there were 100 monks of the
earlier school of Buddhism called Hinayan and about 5000 monks
of the Mahayana school at Udantapuri. The Pal kings had esta-
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tohshed a monastic library at Odantapuri with a splendid

of Brah-ninical and Buddhistic works which was destroyed at the

sack o the monastery and massacre of its monks by the Mahomma-
dans in A, D. 1202."

126 Cambridge history of India Vol III Chap III P 42

''With this accession of strength, he invaded Bihar, took its capital

Udantapuri, put to death the Buddhistic monks, dwelling in its

great monaster/, and returned with his plunder, which included

the library of the monastery."

s,,.
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128 V. A Smith Oxford history of India p 176 4The "Nepalese
ibraries contain a rich store of Buddhist manuscripts first made
known by the labours of Brian Hodgson between 1820 and 1858

ff

which have supplied much material for the study of the various

forms of Buddhist religion and philosophy/
'

Also see Jadunath Sircar's India through the ages.

129 Hungarian traveller Korosi "In complete preservation

the volumes of Buddhist faith, in their original Sanskrit as well as

in faithful translations, which might be sought in vain on the

continent of India, are to be found in Thibet/' (Quoted by Dharma-

pala in his book "Buddhism in its relationship with Hinduism p 14.)
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130 Rhys Davids Buddhist India p 319, "Even before Muslims,

Brahmins led the way to destroy the Buddhist libraries, The

disciples of Buddha were
'

so ruthlessly persecuted that all men
either slain/ exiled, or made to change their faith. There is scarcely

a case on record where a religious persecution was so successfully

arried out as that by which Buddhism was driven out of India."

131 R. C. Dutt Ancient India p 151 "History of North India

the 9th and 10th centuries is a blank in the dark ages. Religious

persecution began in India. Monasteries were demolished, monks
were banished and books were burnt, and wherever the Rajputs

became rulers, Buddhist edifices went down and Hindu temples

r
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arose. By the end 01 the 10th century Buddhism was practically* xtocKaroi

stamped out from India and the work of destruction, was completed
X -^afifcsixa^Haa

by the Muslims, who succeeded the Rajputs as masters; of ll

complete was the work of destruction, that modern. antiquarians}

who have collected Buddhist scriptures from Ceylon and Burma,

Nepal and Thibet China and Japan and all parts of Asia, have

failed to glean any valuable Tests from India which was the first

home of that religion and where it flourished Side by side with

Hinduism for over 1000 years." [

132 K. R. Subramaman M. A. Andhra history p 31 "Generally

there must have been persecution _and destruction of Buddhist buil-

dings and libraries to some extent. Oiherwise we cannot explain

the entire absence of Buddhist literature in Andhra
"
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133 Buhler Indian paleography, p 99,
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134 N. N. Law Promotion of learning in India p 64 'The

Rd]a of Nagarkot was conquered by 'Firuz Shah' in a battle, but was

restored to his dominions. About this time, the people of the pIac-9

tcld Firuz that the idol which the Hindus worshipped In the temple
of Nagarkot was the image of Naushabah, (the wife of Alexander

the great) and that the Greek conqueror had left the idol with

them. The name by which the idol was known at the time of tLe

contest was 'Jwalaxnukhi. In the temple of this idol was a fine

library of Hindu borks consisting of 1300 volumes. Firuz ordered

that some learned Hindus should be sent there for translating a

few books. A celebrated poet of the period, named Ai22uddm

Khaiid Khani, was ordered to translate one of these books from

verse into Persian prose, and when it was finished the Sultan gave

It the title of 'Dalaili Firuz Shahi.' (Tarikhi Firishtah, Elliot VI

p 227).
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135 Burnell "to be perhaps the largest and most important
in the world/'

Dr. Buhler ''Contains a great many useful and a number of

very rare or nearly unique books, many of which are quite un-
known or procurable only with great trouble and expense."
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(Pickford) 1868

(Burnell) 1871

---
"l?6~ M^WinteTnitz History of Indian literature Vol I-p. 40

"Buhler found in two Jain libraries in Khambay over 3000 Manu-

scripts and in the palace library of Tanjore in South India, over

12000 manuscripts."
'
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137 Burnell "It may perhaps be asked ii the library is worth

the labour spent on it. I can answer unhesitatingly that it is. It is

now a recognised fact that nearly all Sanskrit works ol importance
exist in different recensions. The Tanjore library is unrivalled in

this respect: it contains several good manuscripts of all the most

important ones known as yet, including a few that are new ......The

Tanjore library, however, contains additional manuscripts of most
of the works which I had discovered elsewhere, and this is a

matter of great importance.
I believe that this library must, sccner or later, escheat to the

Government. The preparation of this catalogue will therefore

protect property of enormous value. Sanskrit manuscripts have long
been very dear and the cost ot making proper transcripts is now
very heavy. As far as I can judge, at would not be possible to form
a collection like that at Tanjore at a less cost than 50000, but
many manuscripts are unquestionably unique. (See Andhra univer-
sity publication No 11 A descriptive catalogue of the Telugu
manuscripts, p II )

90
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138 N.N. LawPromotion of learning in India p 5.

founded a university supplied with a vast collection of curious

books in various languages/'

V
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139 Ibid p 14 "The Sultan .........sent two copies of the Quran
which he had transcribed with his own hand during his leisure

hours to Mecca and Medina as presents to the Caliph to be
deposited in

,their respective sacred libraries."

140 Ibid p 31 "A noticeable feature of Jalaluddin's reign was
that he chose the right person to fill the office of librarian for the

imperial library at Delhi. This high post..- ......was conferred on
Amir Khusrau."

141 Ibid p 36 "The learned and pious 'Nizamuddin Auliya',
whose tomb in Delhi is looked upon as a very sacred place by all

Muhammadans, also flourished at this time. The learned Shaikh
Usinan, who is also known as Maqdum Sirajuddin, was his first

pupil Nizamuddin had a library. When, after his death, Usman
removed to 'Lucknauti/ he took away many important books from
the saint's library,"
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142 Ibid p 70 "Mr. Elliot says that in the library oiNawob
Jalaluddaulah at Lucknow, there is a work on astrology translated
from Sanskrit into Persian in Firuz Shah's reign. There' is -also.

another work on the veterinary art called kurrutul-mulk translated
from the Sanskrit anginal styled Salotar."

143 Ibid p 89 "The college was equipped with a library for the
use of its students, containing 3000 volumes.

Murtaza Husain says, in his Hadiqataal aqalim, a modern work
(M. S in A S B, leaf 39) that from Mahmud Gawan's house,* 35000
books were obtained."

C. F.JE. Keay M. fl.^-Ancient Indian education, p 119 'The
college^ which Mahmud Gawan-- minister of Muhammad hah
(1463 1482) built at Bidar, is said to have possessed a library
of 3000 volumes.

'

"

rax 93
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144 V. A. Smith Oxford history of India p 299 "Fine libraries

known to have existed at Ahmednagar and Bijapur. Ona
illuminated manuscript from the latter is in the dritish Musuem,'

. N. Law Promotion of learning in India p 90 "we should note

iere that the Bahmani kings had a library at Ahmednagar, which
"arishta visited."

145 Ibid, p 94 Fergusson tells us
' Some of its books are

surious and interesting to anyone acquainted with Arabic and
ersian literature. All the most valuable manuscripts were, it is

aid, taken away by Aurangzib m cart-loads, and what remain are

iterally only a remnant, but a precious one to the persons in

Charge of the building who show them with "Jtournful pridefj and
egret/

1
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146 Ibid p 9o Tipu Sahib, the last sovereign of Mysore-understood several oriental languages, and possessed a libraryenriched with all sorts of European and Eastern works." (Shoberl'sHindustan in miniature, Vol IV. p 215, 216 )

v, ,.
V
\^-.

S ith
~9ffordhi8tory of India (1923) p 585, ,"He left

behind him two collections of letters, and possessed a valuable
library which was removed toCalcutta."

Ishwari Prosad A new history of India p 427 "He had a
large library which was after his death transferred to Calcutta."

<.^-
1
x
4
7i,

N ' N - Law~Promotion of learning Jin India p 112Mir Muhammad Ali possessed a library of 2000 volumes."
148 N. N. Law Promotion of learning in India, p 124 "In hi"

early career as an author, he had been much helped by the learned
minister of Sultan Husain of Hirat, who collected a -valuable

io -
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149 Ibid, p 126 "Babar was interested in painting and
with him to India all the specimens he could collect from the

library of his ancestors (the Timurides) some of which were taken
back to Persia, by Nadir Shah after the conquest of Delhi. These

manuscripts exercised the greatest influence on the art of India
"

150 Ibid p; 125"Ghazi Khan, the Afgan noble of the Punjab,
who invited Babar to deliver, the Afgans from the Emperor
Ibrahim, had a good library, containing a number of valuable

^
books. Baber imprisoned him for treachery, and after his escape,
examined the library in 1525 A. D, and sent some of its books to

Humayun and Kamran for their use The library had ip it a few
theological books which also attracted the notice of the Sultan.
However, Babar was not satisfied with the collector), for cays h3

1 did- not on the whole find so many books of value as, from
their appearance I had expected" (Talboit's Memoirs o ' Babar
p-176")'

Vraiaraina Das ~ Humayun
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1580-1556)
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_ ) ]\j t N. Law Promotion of learning in India p 201.

r

lt appears also that Gul-badan used to. collect books, for a library

of her own." (Hurnayun Namah of Gul-badan Begum, by Mrs.

Beveridge 76.)
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151 N. N. LawPromotion of learning in India p 132

"Humayun was fond of books, and even during expedition carried
a select library with him. While fleeing as a fugitive, Count Noer

says, he took with him his librarian and a few of his favourite
books. While he was encamped at Cambay he had with him several

books, among which was a remarkable copy of the History oi

Tamerlane, which was taken away by a body of Qulis, a forest

tribe, in a night attack upon his camp. This book, however, was

subsequently recovered. Nizam, father of Lala Beg, styled Baz
tahadur, was a librarian to the Sultan. (Tujaki Jahangiri by
Rogers and Beveridge. p 21),
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152 Ibid p 133 "In the evening, in order that he might see

that planet he went on to the top of the roof of his library .........

He became altogether insensible and died some time after. (Jan

1556 A. D.)

153 Ibid p 151 "The emperor took much delight in the

collection of books in his library, a feeling natural to all biblio-

philes Some of the books in the royal library were kept in the

harem and the rest in the outer apartments. Hs made several

provisions for the good management of his library, and its books

were classed under sciences and histories..........Mulla Pir

Muhammad was at one time the superintendent of the library/'
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154 Ibid p 152 "The emperor acquired a library belonging to

Itimad Khan Gujrati during the conquest of Gujrat. It contained

many fine books which wera placed in the royal library, but were

subsequently distributed by the emperor among learned and pious
men. When Faizi died, he left a library containing 4600
volumes, some of which were exquisitely copied with extravagant
care and expense They were all removed to the king's

library, and. catalogued and numbered in 3 different sections. -

There were 101 copies of the poem Nal-Daman m Faizi's collec-

tion."

100
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155 Ibid p 153 "In the Agra fort there is a room which is

pointed out as the place where a hbrar/ was located/'

While dwelling on libraries, we should not omit to notice how

painting was laid under contribution to beautify and illustrate the

books in the royal library, Persian books in prose and verse were

richly illuminated by eminent arfists. The Qissah Hamzah in 12

volumes was profusely illustrated by so many as 1400 paintings.

.The famous manuscript of Razrn Namah is said to have cost

Akbar about 40,000 a sum which in our days would be much

greater. It is now at Jaipur."

155 Ibid p 155 "The portraits of all the principal officers of

he court were made by the court painters/ and were bound up into

a thick volume."

fca 101
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157 V. A. Smith Akbar the Great Moghul (1919)p 424 "Akbar

iid not know to learn or write. He collected an enormous library

Df extraordinary peculiary value to which properly no parable

here existed or even has existed in the world All the books were

nanusaripts ...... Dis^D'/arei in Out 1333. BDD'^S written by great

men, mostly by ancient and serious authors adorned with extremely

valuable bindings and in many cases enriched with costly illustra-

'ions by the best artists numbered 24000 valued at nearly 6}
nillions or Rs. 64,46,373. Average volume costs to about 27

C 30. 4300 choice manuscripts had been transferred from Faizi's

ibrary . alter his death in 1593- The figures of the inventing are

Deyond doubt being taken from official registers copied indepen-
dently by two European authors (Manrique and Delact) (See the

102
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treasures of Akbar m J.R.A.S. 1915) F. E. Keay Ancient Indian
education. ''Akbar was particular in building up a great library
and almost every day he had books from It read to him."

153 N. N. Lav/ Promotion of learning in India p 170 "Abdul
ahim had a library to which many learned men used to come for

: study and self-improvement." We are left in the dark as to how big
|

his library was. Pictures of old libraries of Muhammadan gentle.
men or India or of any other place are very rare. I append hereto
a representation of an ancient library at Hulwan, m Persia, a

country verv near to Rahim's father's birth Place, Badakshan. It

satisfies our curiosity as to several points regarding the internal

arrangement 3i the library.
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159 Ibid p 174 "He wrote his memoirs With his own hand/

but two historians had a hand in the work, viz Muhammad Hadi

and Mutamad Khan. When it was completed, he ordered the muta-

saddis (Scribes) of his library to prepare copies to be distributed

among the chief Government officers, and to be sent to great and

influential men in all parts of the country. The first copy was

presented tc Shah Jahan. Ibid p 175 "During Jahangir's riegn

Maktub Khan was a superintendent of the Royal library.
--When

Jahangir went to Gujrat, he took a library with him, which shows

that love of books which was so marked a trait in his father's

character was inherited by him to tae Shaikhs oi Gujrat he

presented from his library suc'i books such as the Tafsiru Husaini,

the Tafsiri Kashshaf and the Rauzitul Ahbab Ibid p 176 Martin
The manuscript for which Jahangir paid 3000 gold rupees a sum

equivalent to 10003 would not fetch 2000 at a sale in Pans
today/'

104
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160 N. N Law Promotion of learning in India p 182

''Among them the life of Timur and the autobiography of Babar,

wera his special favour ites."

161 Ibid p 182 "It appears from Shah Jahan Namah, by

Muiamrnai Amini Qazwaai, that a copy of the memoirs in Babar's

hand writing, was in Shah Jahan' s library."
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162 J B Choudary Muslim patronage to Sanskritic learning

I p 49 "Ths tradition is that Jagannadha PandiLaraja left the

court of Delhi in sheer disgust after the murder of Dara Shikoh and

came to Benares/ where he was severely reprimanded by Appayya
Diksita, apparently for marrying a Muslim girl ... ..... Jagannaiha-

however took the insult so terribly to heart that he is said to have

committed suicide along with his beloved Lavangi in the holy
water of the Ganges."

163 N. N, Law Promotion of learning in India p 193
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"Aurangzib's love of theology led him to collect Tafsirs, works on

Hadis/ Figh etc. The collection in the Imperial library was thus

augmented."
164 Ibid p 198 "Nadir carried away with him the celebrated

^mpeiial library of Delhi, along with an enormous treasure on his

return co Persia This library had been preserved by the Mughal

Emperors as their most precious possession. By an irony of fate,

some of these valuable books were afterwards sold in Persia at

ridiculously low prices."

165 Ibid p 198 "It appears that the royal family, after they

had been deprived of their valuable library by the rapacity of
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Nadir, continued collecting books, which :n the reign of Shah
Alam II (17591806) served to form a decent library, for it is

meation3d in the 'Ibrac Namah' that Ghulara Qadir, the fiend in

human shape, who had most wantonly deprived the monarch of his

eyes only three days before, went into the jewel- hous* and took
out a chest and a box of jewels, several copies of the Quran and
eight large baskets 01 bsoks out of the library." (Elliot VIII 3

249).
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166 Frederick Harnsson A book about books p 91. "From

the 9th century the art of printing on paper ..... ....was known. A D.

863 In China, by Buddhist monk Wang Chick, a book was printed

for free and general distribution/ in order, in deep reverence to

perpetuate the memory of his parents. This earliest of all printed

books was found near the Chinese border or Turkeystan in the

caves of the 1000 Buddhas, which are hewn out of the face of a

cliff. Germany and France...* end of 14th century.

167 James H. Cousins The cultural unity of Asia -p 28. "It

was during this era,about the year 1218, that the complete Buddhist

scriptures were printed from wooden blocks, two centuries before

the year in which history text books, record the fact that wood

block printing was discovered in Europe."

i
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168 Rev J. Ovington A voyage to Surat in 1689 p 251.

"Neither have they (Indians) endeavoured to transcribe the art of

printing; that would diminish the repute and livelihood of their

scrivans who maintain numerous families by their pen."

110- I 2-
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169 N. N. Law Promotion of learning in India by early

Europian settlers- p. 104 '

It is noteworthy that Rbul Fazl does

not make a single reference to printing or printed books, while

speaking of writing, either in his Ain or in his letters, From this, it

seems that printing did not become popular at the time when

.Abul Fazl wrote."

170 Ibid See chapter IV on "Early Europian libraries in

Southern India/
'
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171 Ibid p 91 "The traveller Lockyer who visited the Fort in

1703, says that books of Divinity in the library were worth 438

6s at the time." (Penny. Vol. I p. 132).


